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May require repeated treatments to totally kill your lawn. Voice control Turn ... Once you’ve killed your lawn and removed all the dead plants, you can set about launching a new campaign with ...

How to Kill Your Lawn (and Why You Might Want To)

A DNR spokesman said Wednesday the agency had no record of the kill. But Maryland Department of the Environment inspectors ended up catching the dead fish around 4:30 p.m. Wednesday. When he...

About 50,000 Atlantic menhaden and other fish found dead in Marley Creek near Glen Burnie after sewage spill

ABUJA, Nigeria (AP) — Gunmen opened fire on worshippers and detonated explosives at a Catholic church in southwestern Nigeria on Sunday, leaving dozens feared dead, state lawmakers said.

Gunmen killed at least 50 in Nigeria church attack, officials say

In this case, the damage was done by a Kut and Kill employee who incorrectly mixed chemicals before applying them to 302 properties across Sioux Falls, resulting in a chemical burn and dead lawns.

Legal expert weighs in on why insurance denied Kut and Kill coverage, what happens next

Legal expert weighs in on why insurance denied Kut and Kill coverage, what happens next

How’s Odds owns a home right in front of the small lake where the fish kill took place. She said she first saw the dead fish floating Thursday. “I didn’t notice the fish until I came out here to check ...

Second fish kill in Baton Rouge in less than a week

However, Nouhoum Togo, another official, said that the army had reached the scene of the attack and was able to count the dead. He said on social media that the number of victims was much higher ...
‘Jihadists’ Kill More Than 100 Mali Civilians In 3 Days
Ogunmolasuyi Oluwole, state legislator, said children were among the dead. Videos appearing to be from the scene of the attack showed church worshippers lying in pools of blood while people around ...

Nigeria: gunmen kill dozens in ‘satanic’ attack on Catholic church
Explosives were also detonated by the gunmen inside premises of the church. It was gathered the injured and the dead were rushed to the Federal Medical Centre Owo, for medical attention.

BREAKING: Bandits kill over 50 in Ondo Catholic Church
The lifeless body of the dead was seen in a video with the body having many objects suspected to be charms. Confirming the development, the Anambra State Police spokesman, DSP Ikenga Tochukwu...

Police kill suspected kidnapper in Anambra
"Bodies of the dead were retrieved and deposited at Carosi Hospital mortuary for autopsy," said, adding that the state Commissioner of police Tuesday Assayomo had ordered a manhunt for the...

Gunmen open fire on passengers, kill two, abduct others
"Bodies of the dead were retrieved and deposited at Carosi Hospital mortuary for autopsy, while the security team stormed the bushes in an effort to rescue the victims." He said the...

Gunmen Kill Two, Abduct Several Passengers In Kwara
Two people, including the driver of a commercial bus and a woman, were reportedly killed on Saturday evening by kidnappers who waylaid their vehicle along Obbo-Aiyegunle/Osi road in Ekiti Local...

Gunmen kill three in Kwara, Plateau
A local militant group that draws on members of Palestinian faction Islamic Jihad claimed the dead gunmen as its own, saying in a statement they had been “martyred while carrying out their holy...

Israeli forces kill three Palestinian gunmen in Jenin
"Bodies of the dead were retrieved and deposited at Carosi Hospital mortuary for autopsy." The Commissioner of Police, Tuesday Assayomo, has given a marching order to the Area Commander and the...